MOTOR AGE GARAGE

SHIVERS AND
STUMBLES
Mark’s First Law states that when business flow
begins to increase, problems and headaches
also increase in direct proportion.
BY MARK GIAMMALVO
CONTRIBUTING EDITOR
his past January brought a record cold spell here in New England, and
with that cold snap came the cars: no-starts, no-cranks, no this, no
that, no go. I have always said that a good 10ºF or less cold New England morning will bring the tow trucks out in droves. In that kind of
weather, any slightly compromised part on a car that has been concealing itself
will be revealed for all to see and repair. We saw the failed batteries, water
pumps, alternators, thermostats and the like. However, we also found one of
our own shop vehicles was on the blink that morning.
One of our three shop vehicles is a 1993 Mazda MPV minivan with 112,000
miles. These vans come in a variety of configurations: 2WD, 4WD, four- and
six- cylinders. Ours is the typical 2.6-liter, four-cylinder paired with Mazda’s
four-speed automatic transmission. The van is in great shape, and we have
done the majority of the service on it. We had initially sold it retail; then, years
later, took it back as a trade-in and kept it for errands. Just prior to the cold
spell, several employees had started dropping little hints to me about the van’s
health. Things like: “It hesitates sometimes,” or “I told you it stalled last
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week.” And, my personal favorite,
“When are you going to check it out
anyway?” Not that I was putting
anyone off, but every time I drove it,
the darn thing ran like a top.
Well, it came to the point that I
just had to look at it. Everyone was
refusing to drive it and that was
causing a bottleneck with getting
our daily errands done. I decided to
take it on a few trips myself. As
usual, the van ran strong with no
abnormal symptoms. A check for
related service bulletins came up
with nothing. I figured the easiest
thing to do at this point would be to
see if the van would communicate
with a scan tool. Our scanner said to
hook up the Mazda adapter to the
diagnostic connector under the
hood over the left front fender.
Although the van did communicate with the scan tool, only code
functions could be utilized. There
were no codes and worse, there was
no datastream access. Mark’s Law
#2: “Vehicles with very difficult
intermittent problems will not have
access to the datastream.”
My next thought was to concentrate on the commonalities of all the
complaints. This is actually a basic
law enforcement technique. When a
group of witnesses describes a car
that left a crime scene, they will nor-

PUMPED OUT MPV
VEHICLE:

1993 Mazda MPV Van

POWERTRAIN:

2.6L four-cylinder with
four-speed automatic
transmission

MILEAGE:

112,842

COMPLAINT:

Intermittent hesitation
and stalling.

1. This is a view of the diagnostic connector. Unfortunately,
this car is to early for datastream access. Only codes can be
pulled here.

2. Here is the
new fuel pressure
adapter that we
purchased to test
the van. The old
one “grew feet.”
and apparently
walked away.

1.
mally all describe something slightly
different. As the people are interviewed separately, each may recall a
slightly different license plate, which
might be, for example, 184XLO,
187XLC and 784XLO. From these
answers, a common pattern may
emerge. The same applies to the
methodology here. Most of the people that drove this van were reporting that it intermittently stumbled,
surged and even stalled. The problem happened at any temperature.
After more thorough questioning,
the drivers all reported that when
the performance problem occurred,
it was gradual and not a quick “onoff ” type action.
That small bit of information
spoke volumes to me. At first I was
thinking that the van might be losing ignition. However, generally
ignition loss symptoms are of the
quick on-off type symptom. It
appeared that a fuel loss might be
the first thing to consider, because
its symptoms are gradual by nature.
The valuable datastream information was not available, so I had to
start somewhere.

3.

FUEL TAP? WHAT FUEL TAP?
The first thing to do was to connect a fuel pressure gauge to the
vehicle and continue driving it. I

3. Having this adapter installed makes fuel pressure testing a snap. It would be nice if all cars had a
Schrader valve built on the fuel line.
www.motorage.com
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4. You can easily access the ECU and COR relay with the right front rug pulled back and the
protection plate removed. You can see that I have back-probed the blue supply wire to the fuel
pump.
5. Finally the intermittent problem rears its ugly head. The fuel pump’s supply voltage is solid and
steady, but fuel pressure is taking a dive.

5.

6. One of the easier
fuel pump access
locations in the normally
difficult and complex
world of automotive
repair.

6.

(Circle xx on Reader Service Card)
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popped the hood and looked for the
fuel tap. Fuel tap? Oops, there I go
again thinking of my past GM repairs.
The Mazda 2.6 engine does not
have a separate fuel tap or Schrader
Valve connection. However, with
our trusty master fuel pressure
gauge kit, we can hook up a fitting
that will allow us to “T” into the
fuel system.
Well, at least I thought I could. A
look in our fuel pressure kit revealed
that the adapter I needed was missing. I was experiencing something
we are all too familiar with in this
industry: Missing tools that were
either “borrowed” and never
returned or were put on a car for
testing purposes and never
removed. After a frantic call to our
tool distributor, we had the replace-

“

After another two test
drives the car was finally
hesitating. The fuel pressure dropped to 12 to 18
psi and the fuel pump
voltage remained a
constant 12.4 volts.
ment fitting that same day.
Normally, I tape the fuel pressure
gauge to the windshield, but in this
case it was easier to read when it was
attached to the radio antenna. It wasn’t the best duct tape job, but it
stayed on the antenna at highway
speeds so it worked for me. According to our technical information serv-

(Circle xx on Reader Service Card)

ice, normal fuel pressure (regulated)
on this engine is 30 to 37 psi with 18
to 21 inches Hg vacuum at the fuel
pressure regulator.
Although I went through five test
drives with no running problem I
noticed a trend in the readings. During the road tests, the gauge would
bounce at times from 24 to 32 psi.
Then, the pressure would be a steady
34 psi. Although there seemed to be
an abnormality on the fuel pressure
circuit, the car was not symptomatic.
Also, something else interesting was
occurring. As the fuel tank got lower
on fuel, the fluctuations periods
became more frequent. I have found
this can often be the initial symptom
of a tired fuel pump. There is some
data to support the theory that the
heat of fuel pump operation is less-

MA GARAGE
ened when the pump is completely
submerged in fuel. As the fuel level
drops, more of the pump becomes
exposed and the internal pump temperature rises. What is not an issue on
a healthy pump becomes a major factor on a failing pump.

MORE HURDLES
There were still some problems to
overcome. No testing had been done
to see if the fuel pump was receiving
adequate supply voltage. Another trip
to our technical service information
proved interesting. Fuel pump power

on this van comes from the circuit
opening relay (COR). The COR is
mounted next to the engine ECU on
the right front floor under the rug
below a metal protection plate. The
COR is a five-wire relay. The black
wire is ground to the relay’s coil when
cranking. That same coil gets power
from the starter circuit on the
green/red wire during crank. The
blue/green wire is ground for the
relay’s coil when running. That coil
gets its power from the ECU on the
black/white wire when tachometer
signal is present for normal running.
Finally, and most importantly, the
solid blue wire sends power to the fuel
pump when the relay contact closes.
After another two test drives the car
was finally hesitating. During these
events, the fuel pressure dropped to
12 to 18 psi and the voltage to the
pump remained a constant 12.4 volts.
Even though all the variables had not
been eliminated, our tests pointed to
an intermittent fuel pump problem.
Obviously, the best diagnostic test
would be to hook up power and
ground test leads as close to the pump
as possible.A fuel pressure volume
test and an amp draw test can be performed as well. Given a busy day’s
time constraints combined with this
industry’s escalating labor cost per
hour, it is often more acceptable to
perform tests at a remote, more accessible location, hence the method to
my madness. As a final protective
measure we installed a new fuel filter.
It was a good thing we looked up the
procedure to change the fuel pump;
otherwise, we would have dropped
the tank for nothing. As typical with
Asian engineering, the pump access
plate is located within the cabin under
the #2 seat.

READER INTEREST SURVEY
Circle the appropriate number on the Reader Service
Card to indicate your level of interest in this article.
High 98
Average 99
Low 100
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7. This is where it all happens. The wiring diagram shows the fuel pump circuit with connections to COR relay and ECU. (Illustration: ALLDATA)
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MA GARAGE: Test
MOTOR AGE GARAGE TEST 477 7/03

1993 Mazda MPV Van: Intermittent hesitation and stalling
PLEASE PRINT

Your Name __________________________________________________________________________ Date of Birth __ __ / __ __ / __ __
Company _________________________________________________ Position ________________ Testing Date __ __ / __ __ / __ __
Street _____________________________________________________________________________ City/State ______

CERTIFICATE OF ACHIEVEMENT: If you complete eight tests in a calendar year, scoring at least 80 percent
in each test, you qualify for a certificate of achievement. You will be notified by mail and you can order a
certificate suitable for framing for $10.00.
Have you ever taken a Motor Age Garage test prior to this one?

 Yes

Zip ________

SOCIAL SECURITY NO:
__ __ __ - __ __ - __ __ __ __
WILL ONLY BE USED AS YOUR TRAINING I.D.

 No

1. Technician A says that low fuel pressure could be caused by a defective fuel pump relay. Technician B says that a leaking fuel pressure regulator may cause
O2 sensor trim values to be skewed high. Who is right?
A. Technician A
B. Technician B
C. Both Technicians
D. Neither Technician
2. Technician A says that scan data, if available, is the best way to determine supply voltage to the fuel pump. Technician B says that a voltage test performed
close to the fuel pump is the best way to determine supply voltage to the fuel pump. Who is right?
A. Technician A
B. Technician B
C. Both Technicians
D. Neither Technician
3. A faulty O2 sensor could cause a decrease in fuel economy.
A. True
B. False
4. A leaking fuel pressure regulator vacuum line could cause an overall increase in fuel pressure.
A. True
B. False
5. Technician A says that a faulty heated O2 sensor could allow heater voltage to bleed over to the signal wire in the sensor. Technician B says that if this
occurred, the PCM could interpret this as a lean exhaust. Who is right?
A. Technician A
B. Technician B
C. Both Technicians
D. Neither Technician
6. Technician A says that a leaking intake manifold gasket could cause false “rich exhaust” codes. Technician B says that a leaking intake manifold gasket will not
affect the O2 sensor. Who is right?
A. Technician A
B. Technician B
C. Both Technicians
D. Neither Technician
7. A dirty MAF sensor wire could cause a PCM to set an O2 sensor trouble code.
A. True
B. False
8. A stuck open thermostat will most likely result in a decrease in fuel trim values.
A. True
B. False
9. Technician A says that it is normal for fuel pressure to steadily drop after the engine is shut off. Technician B says that fuel pressure should increase on acceleration. Who is right?
A. Technician A
B. Technician B
C. Both Technicians
D. Neither Technician
10. A coolant temp sensor that is reading higher than normal temperature will cause the PCM to increase fuel injector on-time.
A. True
B. False

THIS SHEET WILL NOT BE PROCESSED FOR SCORING IF RECEIVED AFTER NOVEMBER 1, 2003
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MA GARAGE: Instructions
TEST/SURVEY INSTRUCTIONS
After completing your Motor Age Training Program test, fill in the information requested below. Simply check the box that best describes your shop, your job and your experience.
WE NEED THIS DATA to give you subject matter vital to your business. Tests are scored electronically. It is extremely important that we have accurate data from which to code your
response. If you pass eight tests in a calendar year, with a score of 80 percent or better, you qualify for a Certificate of Achievement. You will be notified by mail and you can order
a Certificate of Achievement suitable for framing for $10.00.
TYPE OF BUSINESS: (check one)
 Service Station
 General Repair Shop
 New Car Dealer shop
Specialty Shop: (check one)
 Body Shop
 Brake & Front End Shop
 Muffler Shop
 Transmission Shop
 Other (please specify)

YOUR POSITION or TITLE: (check one)
 Owner
 General Manager
 Service Manager
 Parts Manager
 Shop Foreman
 Technician
 Technician’s Helper
 Sales
 Other (please specify)

CHECK ALL ITEMS BELOW AND BE SURE TO CHECK
APPROPRIATE DATA IN BOTH SETS OF BOXES AT LEFT.

_________________________

_________________________

 Parts Wholesaler

 Manufacturer

Years in the
automotive
business:

Number of service
bays (that is, cars
serviced at one time):

Years in
present job:

Number of mechanics
employed at this location:

MAILING INSTRUCTIONS
Please DO NOT use punctuation marks when printing our
address on your envelope. Punctuation marks may confuse the
optical character reading units used on the postal processing
equipment, and could delay, or prevent reception of your test
sheets for scoring here at our headquarters. Apply 1st class
stamp, and mail to us for scoring.

To begin or to continue receiving Motor Age, please check
off below and add your signature.
 YES, send me Motor Age
Signature: _____________________________________

On completion of this month’s Training Program test sheet, please
fold it and place in an envelope. Use 1st class postage.

Address to: MOTOR AGE TRAINING PROGRAM July 2003

ATTN: Melissa Feiro
131 West 1st Street, Duluth, MN 55802-2065
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